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“Do not show the face of Islam to others;
instead show your face as the follower of
true Islam representing character,
knowledge, tolerance and piety”
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (October 17, 1817 – March 27, 1898)
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Vice Chancellor’s Message
I am glad to pen for “Mashal Chronicles”
an appreciation of the commendable
efforts put forth by the team for its third
issue. Today's world is a “HI-TECH” world for
its language and interaction. Keeping in
view the current scenario, the
administration of MDC aims to empower
the female students with communication
skills and creativity. In this regard Mashal
Chronicles is focused for honing the latent
writing talent which bears immense
potentiality of sharpening creative skills of
the students as part of their holistic
personality development. As Jim Stovall
says:
“Education is a life long journey whose
destination expands as you travel”

Prof. Khaliq Ur Rehman Shad SI(M)
Ph.D. (Stanford)

Each issue of “Mashal Chronicle” is a
milestone that marks the growth of
creativity, unfolds innovative imaginations
and gives life to our thoughts and
aspirations. It unleashes a wide spectrum of
creative skills ranging from writing to editing
and even in designing the magazine.
Hopefully, this magazine will prove to
create a dynamic bond between the
college and the students. I appreciate and
applaud all the contributions made for the
magazine.
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Principal’s Message
It is a matter of pride to pen a few words as
prologue to our magazine 'Mashal
chronicles' My heart lls with immense
pleasure to see the development in
creative skills of students. Mashal chronicles
is a platform for the students to express their
creative pursuits which develops in them
original wonderful creativity of thoughts
and imagination. As Albert Einstein said
“The true sign of intelligence is not
knowledge but imagination”
In this era of Wi-Fi, MDC aims to prepare
their students for how to think, not what to
think and through Mashal chronicles we
endeavour to instill the qualities of
knowledge, imagination and innovation by
adopting a holistic approach, for, we
believe that “educating the mind without
educating the heart is no education at all.”

Ms. Aneela Tabassum
M.Phil Chemistry
Quaid-i-Azam University

I congratulate the Editorial Board and
students of all faculties who used various
mediums of expression to present their
ideas. As long as our ideas are expressed
and thoughts kindled, we can be sure of
learning, as everything begins with an idea.
May Allah Almighty bless you all! Ameen
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Editorial
A plethora of thanks to the Almighty Allah, with Whose help we are
successfully bringing forward the third issue of Mashal Chronicles. This is a
special issue as our college has successfully completed twenty-ve years
of excellence. There is a special coverage of Alumni event which may
make hundreds of people nostalgic and may make memories linger for
good. It is my heartiest desire to see our college touching the skies of
success in the future years.
We live in an era of immense magnitude in every aspect of life. In the
same way, many changes have been taking place in education as well.
Experts are making it to the point what we should teach and how to
teach effectively. They are emphasizing upon giving rise to "learners"
and not just students. This is the reason for paying much emphasis upon
bringing out creative talents in the academic institutions. The student is,
nowadays, an entity that is taken individually. They are humans who
possess feelings of self-respect, perceptiveness, trustworthiness, and
commiseration. Children are born with creative urges which like owers
need water of recognition and admiration lest they wither and die. This
magazine can be taken as a launching pad for teachers and students.
Here they have the freedom to ink their fostered thoughts and feelings.
As the saying goes,
"Mind, like a parachute, works best when opened.”
In the same manner, using this magazine as a medium, they can
ounder in the valley of imagination to come out of it with new ideas to
create a stunning world in words.
I am delighted that the students have started showing interest in literary
activities organized by the Magazine Society. The matter of fact is, they
should be encouraged to participate and given feedback on the spot.
This is the way the learning takes place. And this is what we aspire to
deliver.
In the end, I shall say that our students are a unique embodiment of
colours and MDC is serving as a prism to bring out the shades of their
talents before the world. My words of gratitude to the administration, the
principal, members of the editorial board, teachers and students for their
contributions which were of great help in breathing life into barren
pages. I am proud to say that every write up is worth-reading and
original. I consider it important to mention that we have checked every
write up thoroughly for the uniqueness of content. However, the
responsibility of unoriginal content rests with the writer.

Ms. Asma Ghulam
Editor
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Grab the Values
Ms. Iffat Abeed,
(Sociology Deptt.)

Unfortunately, as the time passes, the so-called mainstream phenomenon of the
generation gap is increasing in Pakistan. Sadly, it is not subjective anymore. It is actually
affecting our family values, morals and the relationship. Generation gaps are caused by
increased life expectancy and rapid changes in society. Effects of generation gap
include conict among family members of different generations. It also started with the
advancement of technology. Although the emergence of technology and innovation
has managed to create multiple opportunities and opened new ways for the current
generation, it has also detached them, emotionally and mentally, from their parents.
There was a time when the ultimate role models of children were their parents, relatives
and neighbors. But everything is changed now. On the other hand, as Islam emphasizes
on the rights of neighbors, that culture got certainly lost in the culture of materialism.
People, now, do not bother to meet or know their neighbors. According to recent news, it
has been found out that the teenagers have been engaging in drugs. Some teenagers
feel a lack of love from their parents. Another factor is the lack of education because of
poverty. In most cases, problems dealing with drugs, alcohol, prostitution and depression
etc. Attention does not mean restricting their growth but it actually relates to the spiritual,
mental and emotional connection between parents and their children.
I think that trust and respect are so important in a relationship between teenagers and
their parents because teenagers need to know that they can share things and tell their
parents about their problems. Nowadays, teenagers are used to copying each other.
They want to look better than everyone but a saying is,
"If a rose smells better than cabbage, it doesn't mean that the rose can
make better stew"
Love and respect for each other play a crucial role in bridging the generation gap. If one
nds the other showing his affection and regard towards him, the other person will start
respecting him in return and try to adapt with greater effort. So,
“All you need is love"
The solution to this generation gap is very simple; the parents. They are now more
interested in the success of career as compared to the success of their relationships. By
this, it does not mean that they should not have a career of their own or keep children and
marriage as their major priority. All I am emphasizing is on the "work-life balance ", that is
not seen in the present era. If the parents start connecting with their children and start
understanding them and their perspectives, this generation gap can be bridged.
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Health is Gold
Mariam Khan, 2nd Year

Since the past few years, our eating habits have changed a lot. Lassi, yogurt, and milk are
less used these days. On the other hand, use of cola, tea, coffee, etc. has increased
manifold. Besides, the use of meat has also increased in our diet. Increasing trends in
consumption of these items are a tragedy for our environment. Less attention is being
paid to their harmful effects on health owing to their excessive use. Every second person
holds an opinion that new varieties of diseases are emerging in the current era. On the top
of the list is the stomach ailments.
Physicians of ancient times declared stomach ailment as the 'mother of all diseases .' The
Muslim physician and philosopher, Ibn e Sina's saying is a clear example of this truth.
According to him, 'Not many humans died in the war but from the ailments of the
stomach. 'According to the medical experts, most of the human diseases have their
source in the stomach which people keep lling with food and unhealthy eatables.
According to modern researchers, if we modify our eating habits, our stomach will keep
t, and we shall be saved from many diseases. Let us analyze which food items make us
sick: Excessive use of cold drinks, tea, coffee, etc., oily food, excessive use of red meat,
spices, fast food, imbalanced diet, unltered water, improperly chewed food, eating at
odd times and more than the requirement of the body, and use of tobacco and related
things.
For a healthy life, a change in lifestyle is the need of time. And the best way to good
health is to eat a balanced diet and do physical exercise. We should keep in mind that
this life is a gift from our Lord and we should take care of it as best as we can.

HEALTH TIPS

© Sugary drinks are strongly associated with obesity, type 2 diabetes, heart disease and
©
©

©

all sorts of health problems. Keep in mind that fruit juices are almost as bad as soda in
this regard.
Eat nuts. They are loaded with magnesium, vitamin E, ber and various other nutrients.
Studies show that nuts can help you lose weight, and may help ght type 2 diabetes
and heart disease.
The processed junk foods in the diet are the biggest reason that the world is fatter and
sicker than ever before. These foods have been engineered to be "hyper-rewarding,"
so they trick our brains into eating more than we need, even leading to addiction in
some people. They are also low in ber, protein and micronutrients (empty calories),
but high in unhealthy ingredients like added sugar and rened grains.
Vitamin D3 improves bone health, increases strength, reduces symptoms of depression
and lowers the risk of cancer. Vitamin D may also help you live longer.

Source: Google
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I Love Humanity
but
Hate People
Sapna Gul, 1st Year

Zainab was the name of that little angelic child who became a victim of human brutality
on Jan 9, 2018. The innocence in her hazel eyes and her fragile existence wrenched the
hearts of everyone who loves humanity. Alas! The great tragedy behind this one is that a
human did it. On the other side, I see humans have been protesting against the mayhem
throughout the country. It leaves me in chaos whom to blame for that awful incident.
Humans and humanity are two different approaches.
In the past, we witnessed numerous examples of the strength of humanity as well as
laxness of people. The earthquake of 2005 showed the world how Pakistanis joined hands
to comfort the victims. Our beloved Abdul Sattar Edhi felt the pains of unfortunate people
and busied himself in helping them throughout his life. How can we forget Mother Teresa
and Ma'am Ruth Fao who made us proud of humanity? People like them make our belief
rm in the strength of humanity despite the fact that humans thwart much of peace in this
world. Robert James declared, "Humanity is proud of its heroes who shed the darkness_
utter darkness." In this same world, there are people like George Bush who in the pursuit of
gaining supreme power put Afghanistan and Iraq in trouble. Genghis Khan slews
thousands of people in Baghdad; Joseph Stalin emerged as a symbol of brutality by killing
millions of people. Leopold II of Belgium is chiey remembered for brutal explosions. It is
tragic to know that most humans practice less humanity.
Loving humanity and hating people is a serious concern. How can humans call
themselves human by ignoring the pains of others? Living in a society means living by
caring and sharing. The reality, however, is otherwise. I feel upset when I hear about
killings, tortures, murders, rapes, kidnapping, etc. Humans who do not possess humanity is
doing all this. For these people, I agree with the saying of Mouloud Benzadi,
Humans without humanity,
Trouble in the world for eternity.

“For me, remembrance of things past has always been a waste of
time, and what's the point of tears? I don't know. I've always been
focussed on today. Yesterday and tomorrow hold no interest for
me. What had to happen, did, and what will happen, will.”
Why I Write: Essays by Saadat Hasan Manto (1912 –1955)
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Character and Destiny
Mariam Khan, 2nd Year

It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves.(William Shakespeare)
The word fate traces back to the Latin word 'Fatum' meaning ' that which has been
spoken.' Fate is a predetermined course of events that occur in a person's life.
No doubt, fate is prewritten by God. It is a decree or ordain that controls events in life. Fate
is inevitable. Destiny is also what happens to someone or will happen in future. There is a
slight difference between fate and destiny. Fate is seen as divinely planned whereas
destiny has the power to be inuenced by man's actions. We are powerless before fate.
On the other hand, destiny has more positive connotations.
Keeping in view above mentioned denitions, we cherish two types of concepts.
„ We can shape our destiny.
„ We are helpless at the hands of fate.
Either we can create our destiny, or we become victims to irresistible fate. Let's probe into
the matter of fate vs. destiny. Though fate is overwhelming yet man can change it via free
will. God has created man and blessed him with powers. The man has the powers of
thinking, reasoning, and action. He is bestowed with wisdom and courage. He can utilize
his abilities to create the desired destiny. He can be the hero of his life to earn a good
name.
God has created him as the crown of creation. Humans have the spirit to struggle. He can
strive for betterment. With rm resolution, the human mind can overcome all obstacles. If
it is said that a person can do nothing in his life but whatever happens either by accident
or his doing has been decided by fate, then why do intelligent people waste their time in
continuous efforts? They should sit cross hands waiting for fate. But that would be the end
of life and death of passion. In that case, results can be disastrous. In doing so, a person
may welcome his downfall. We can see that situation in tragic stories. Shakespeare's
Hamlet fell prey to fate or his resolution. He was a victim of his irresolution. Then why do we
blame fate? Hamlet could attain his desired destiny had he not delayed the essential
tasks of his life. Instead, he always sounded like,
"To be or not to be, that is the question”
We have to peep into our actions. Do we procrastinate and blame our fate? Or we are
the Creator of our destiny as we have the potential to do so. Rumi said rightly,
"You were born with potential. You were born with goodness and trust; you were
born with ideals and dreams. You were born with greatness. You were born with
wings. You are not meant for crawling, so don't. You have wings. Learn to use
them and y."
In life, we face many challenges. Life is like a race; in which one has to keep on moving
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towards his destination. Ups and downs should never stop him from obtaining his goal. But
sometimes we become hopeless and disappointed due to odds of life. Like Santiago of
Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemmingway, we should keep reminding ourselves:
"It is silly not to hope.”
People used to call Santiago an ill-boding harbinger of bad luck. Because he failed to
catch sh even by trying again and again, but he never accused his fate. He always said,
'Man can be destroyed but not defeated.' He believed in creating his fate. That way he
built his destiny. He exercised free will and passionate desire to shape his destiny. Cursing
fate is the job of cowards and fools. We should not be a fool by complaining about bad
luck and poor fate as it will bring us nothing.
Every person is a star of his fortune. The need is to prove individual's worth to the world. We
should give our best. We should touch our destiny through hard work and determination.

“Compassion hurts. When you feel connected to everything, you also
feel responsible for everything. And you cannot turn away. Your
destiny is bound with the destinies of others. You must either learn to
carry the Universe or be crushed by it. You must grow strong enough to
love the world, yet empty enough to sit down at the same table with its
worst horrors.”

Andrew Boyd
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Deluded Vision
Nayab Shahid, 2nd Year

Thomas Edison was undeniably one of the greatest men in history. Most of us know him as
a scientist. One of his most famous sayings 'Vision without execution is delusion' indicates
how much he valued “idea generation” and its implication. People attribute it to
everyone from Edison to Einstein. Someone took it back to a Japanese proverb, "vision
without action is a daydream”. The proverb goes, "action without vision is a nightmare". It
is a thought-provoking quote. Lots of people have a vision or a dream, but only a few
wake up and pursue it with action and execution. Tim Collins says,
"Building a visionary company requires one percent vision
and ninety-nine percent alignment”
My observation on life shows that some people have great ideas but do not act. They talk
it to death. They say that they are planning it out, but in reality, they are just using the word
'planning' in place of 'procrastination' due to the interference of 'ifs and buts’. They keep
considering what if it fails? What if it is not perfect? They waver in a situation peculiar to
Hamlet's 'To be or not to be'. On the other hand, we just let the business of life get in the
way. It's not always the best ideas that win. These are the ideas that someone has the
courage to pursue.
The role of vision is natural while that of execution is harder. It is where the magic happens.
Many people want a rightly ordered life, but the performance which leads the vision to
action is the harder part. It is fantastic picturing one hundred years in future. It is painful
saying 'no' to good ideas or being efcient enough to work but resulting in nothing. It is a
wise saying that action without vision passes the time. Vision combined with action can
change the world. How many people have had the experience when they think, 'Dude! I
could have done that.' or 'I could have made it better than that.' To envision such things is
nearly subconscious but executing such visions is not without excitement.
To sum up, I emphasize upon vision followed by execution. It does not mean that you
should do everything right now but start doing something to begin the journey from idea
to reality by keeping in mind,
“What you are looking for is not out there.....it's in you."

ESSAY
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Life Without Dreams
Nimrah Masood, B.A

Be a dreamer. If you don't know how to dream, you are dead (Jim Valvano).
According to a denition, "Dreams are a succession of images, ideas, emotions and
sensations that occur involuntarily in mind during certain stages of sleep." Dreams are of
two types; dreams of the conscious mind and dreams of the subconscious mind.
Dreams of the conscious mind are more important than the dreams of the subconscious
mind. It is essential to understand the difference. Dreams of the subconscious mind are
the ones which occur accidentally or as a result of events that surround us. Dreams of the
subconscious mind are visible only when we are asleep.
On the other hand, dreams of the conscious mind are the dreams which do not let us
sleep until we achieve them. The dreams of our conscious mind are extremely essential if
we want to achieve anything in life. They motivate us, strengthen our desires to move
ahead in life. John Eliot said, " You will not do anything incredible without an incredible
dream."
A person who is hardworking but has no dream in life is comparatively less successful than
the person who is hardworking and an avid dreamer at the same time. Dreams are your
backbone. It is the thing you live for. As a matter of fact, no one can have a meaningful
life without a dream. Everyone must have at least one dream, and in all cases, you should
hold on to your dream. Your dream motivates you to live. The achievement of a dream
brings happiness that is not attained by any other thing. Just as a car without steering
wheel is useless, life without dreams is futile.
C. S Lewis said, " You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new dream." It is
essential for every individual to dream, big or small. Once your small dreams come true,
you start dreaming big. The most successful people on earth are successful because they
believed in their dreams and walked every path, unlocked the key of the door to achieve
their dreams.
Chris Cofer advocated, " A life without meaning, without drive or focus, without dreams or
goal isn't a life worth living."
Dreams are necessary. No dream means no ambition to chase. There will be no goal to
achieve. You will be nothing without dreams. We need to dream as we need something
to hold on to in life. Langston Hughes explained it in beautiful lines:
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot y.
Life is boring, tiresome and monotonous without dreams. Dreams ll our life with
purposefulness. But these dreams must be followed by action otherwise failure awaits us.
"To accomplish great things, we must dream as well as act." was declared by Anatole
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France. Let us take the example of Allama Muhammad Iqbal, the poet of the East. Had
he not dreamed of a separate homeland for the Muslims of the sub-continent Pakistan
would not have come into existence. We would have been doomed to live a life of
slavery with the Hindus and the British ruling our bodies and souls but thanks to the efforts of
the freedom ghters who with their struggle let the dream of a free country come true.
Khalil Gibran advised us to trust in dreams, for in them is hidden the gate to eternity.
Having good dreams is a sign of intelligent mind. An intelligent mind can change the
standard of nations. It is true that effective dreams can change the style of nations and
bring them honour, integrity, and respect in the world.

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things
that you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in
your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”

H. Jackson Brown Jr

ESSAY
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Role of Pain
and
Suffering in Life
Aleena Shahzad, 1st Year

Pain is the most inescapable element of our lives. We make our greatest efforts to handle
pain, but the result is otherwise, i.e., we begin suffering more dreadfully. It is possible to
some extent to take no notice of pain, but every learning is associated with pain. Here, it
should be considered that pain is another thing and suffering is another. When we
consume too much pain, we often become oblivious of our own attitude to it. In our
efforts to avoid pain, we may fall victims of depression or anxiety, but in reality, such
emotions are also full of openings which lead to freedom. Suffering comes when we
refuse to acknowledge pain as a natural experience.
Everyone goes through experiences, good as well as bad. Every experience teaches at
least one philosophy of living. Not owning the truth of experiences, blinding ourselves with
thoughts and avoiding feelings and experiences is a futile attempt which brings us to the
point of isolation. The conict between pain and suffering needs a mind with a vision to
comprehend. Fortitude and serenity may lead a person to learn from pain and not letting
the pain to become suffering. It is a fact that we suffer more in imagination than in reality.
Overthinking brings isolation, and we think that only we are undergoing pain or suffering.
The truth, however is that everyone of us is soldier of his own battle and has personalized
feelings just like others. No one is spared of pain in life. A life free of suffering is like a
thwarted wish. Need of love and empathy is a dream of everyone. This is a general feeling
of all humans. But one thing is sure, more pain will come in our way as a foreseeable
commodity. However, it is in the hands of humans to enjoy the pleasures of pain and not
let it become a perpetual suffering. This is the only way to evade suffering. As the saying
goes, "Pain is what the world does to you, suffering is what you do to yourself." Let us see
the situation from another point of view. Let us invite pain and become grateful by
thinking that it is not worse in quantity, quality, and frequency. Let us visualise if it has
taught us something. Did it bring any change in our outlook toward life? The degree to
which we suffer is dependent upon our responses. Enduring pain in a graceful manner
can be a doorway to inner awakening that you are greater than your suffering.
The people who have the capacity to convert pain and suffering from an unpleasant
experience into an opportunity of metamorphosis make the best use of it. Pain and
suffering need not coexist to affect the quality of your life. Your response is measured how
you internalize those events. We all experience pain by the atrocities and violence in the
world nowadays. Media is doing this service to keep us updated every moment. But this
pain grows to be suffering for us when we keep focussing our minds on one incident for
days to come. Denitely, we live in a time where uncertain incidents keep coming our
way. Yet the choice is always ours. The choice of becoming a part of the fear or
connecting the pain with the wisdom of our heart. We should keep in mind that suffering is
not a yardstick to measure pain. Rather, looking for examples of those who to transcend
suffering, by schooling or disciplining their thoughts and feelings can bring evolution in us.
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“The truth that many people never understand until it is too late is that the more you try to
avoid suffering the more you suffer because smaller and more insignicant things begin to
torture you in proportion to your fear of being hurt" (Thomas Merton)
Pain can cut deeper into your wounds. I remember those people who have lost their
children, families, and friends to distressing circumstances and transformed their pain
from victims to empowered individuals. It is our choice to stick to the situation or convert
suffering into a balm. We cannot change anything until we accept it. Condemnation
does not liberate, but it oppresses.
There is no use in running away from pain. It is against human nature as pleasure is more
engaging than pain. But the question is, "How will we know pleasure without the contrast
of pain or how will we enjoy spring, were it not proceeded by autumn?" The best thing
about life is that nothing is permanent. Pleasures end, so do pains. Then what is the
wisdom in sticking to pain so much that it forms a clutch of suffering around us? As
S.T Coleridge remarked,
Nothing begins, and nothing ends
That is not paid with moan
For we are born in others pain
And perish in our own
Suffering also has a silver lining that never gets the credit it deserves. Sufferings help us
grow and motivate us to move forward. Pain is a wonderful teacher. You can transform
your pain if you allow a path through you. Stop running away from it since this intensies
the suffering. A wise teacher once said,
"Pushing against pain is like grappling with a Sumo wrestler above a bottomless pit. In the
end, you will succumb to his mighty force and fall into the hole if you struggle. However, if
you permit yourself to be pushed out the way, you land safely from the pit as he falls to his
demise."
Such is the tale of pain. Allow it to take you where it needs to and trust its theme to serve
the path from sufferer to champion.

ESSAY
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Litrozonia
Ms. Asma Ghulam

Raindrops! She loved it, in a parched land with parched hearts it was the only thing that
gave her hope, she tried to remember when was the last time it rained. It has been years
she guessed; she tried to remember, she was little in her Nana's lap listening to stories. As
far back as she remembered she always wanted to write, but what? For last few years she
has been struggling with the thought, and now that she had grown enough she wanted
to make it a career, but she was not in for foolish writing. For her, it had to be cathartic. She
had been a voracious reader before she made a maiden attempt at writing short stories.
She decided to go to the city library to consult book racks; they had shown enough writers
and books to be able to tell her exactly what she wanted to read.
Racks were beautiful and helpful, so were reading desks but it was chairs that irritated her.
Continuously squabbling among themselves about who was better; Aristotle or Plato, Poe
or Manto, Huxley or Krishnamurthy. She wondered if they would ever reach a consensus
and be quiet at least for some time. She chose a book "Shadows of the Wind", the name
intrigued her. She took it to the corner and greeted Mr. Waheed, he was least disturbing of
all the chaos and mostly kept to him unless you asked for his opinion.
She put the book aside for a while and opened her diary to have a critical look at her
latest piece of poetry. Whenever she would write something, her heart lled with great
joys. And so she read in a posture so specic to writers, hand making a half st resting on
the left temple and a grave smile like that of Keats. Her eyes shone with unexplainable
emotions of Virginia Woolf as she started writing her latest poem in the diary. To her, it was
not a poem but her autobiography.
Years ago, a little girl I used to be

Mother O Mine! You opened the door
Years ago, I loved to see the unknown
You let me soar on my own; to lands unknown
I sniffed the smell of wilderness around
Today, that girl is wise enough
Climbed the stony rocks high and wound
To choose the path to go through.
My ngers hurt and feet got cut
The sun, the moon, and the wired walls.
But I aspired to the limitless skies
Same is the world; same horrors call.But
With sun shining in my eyes.
My skills protect my hands from cuts
Unaware was I, then;
My feet know well the safer paths,
of myself; of how humanity twirl
My will denies fears of unknown
And the limits; that dene a girl.
and wilderness hasn't learnt to moan.
All those were affairs of least worth
This is the time when I'm reasonable
For worthy was only the roving heart.
To choose between what's plausible.
O mother, no bird I'm but a buttery
Let me see the world before I die.

She was reading and the past years of her life ashed like a movie trailer. How lively and
joyful she always was but time plays tricks when no one is expecting. It so happened that
some group of strange people following a strange faith entered her land and destroyed
the school she used to go with other girls. Women had to conne themselves within four
walls to stay safe. All this troubled her when the newspapers were ushed with the news of
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merciless blood of her own people in the name of the Merciful God. Often she thought of
heaven, is it a beautiful place? Do people live happily there? Will they meet God there?
Why do these people feel so crazy about it that they abjure every hesitation in killing His
creation?
She was forced to live a life restricted to her home for her safety. Lives of girls aspiring for
studies were no safer. Those 'aliens', she described them, did not approve of schools for
girls nor their independent movement outside the home. Three months of fear would
have been terrible, had she not a privilege to journey in a land where she would lose
herself, and it was there she also found the lost fragments of herself. The man is a strange
creature. He lives in a land where he has to live according to others and creates an area
where he lives as he wishes to be. So also had her private Eden, she once read about
imaginary lands, and it occurred to her that literature was her utopia and so she named
her world as "Litrozonia". It was mesmerizing. She would open a book, and a multitude of
characters started coming out of the pages just like on a cinema screen. And she felt
herself watching the dancing girl on dulcimer in Xanadu. Her adventurous self-found to
be on the mountaintop while reading about El Dorado. One day she was Alice in
Wonderland and the other day she could hardly control tears while reading dark realities
in Manto's ction work, and then poets from Romantics to Post Modern Era would
surround her with words borrowed from the divine. Her eclectic taste in literature was
enough company for her.
'Oh, how accessible is my Litrozonia!", she exclaimed.
And then suddenly like a ash of lightning something hit on her imagination, and she felt
like writing what she felt at the moment,
A fantastic place! Litrozonia
Come! O come! Everyone
Here you won't fail,
In dreams, you can sail
To exquisite lands
Covered with sands
And lush green woods
Ending on high peaks
Here is wise; and the freak
Dumbs and blunts may also sneak
Come O come...old and the little one
Lose thyself on the wings of fancy
There's no love as of prose and poesy
In my fancy land _ Litrozonia.
It was getting dark Abraham closed the book it has been a fantastic read, carrying him to
worlds unseen. Someone has suggested him to read this young girl's debut book winning
the admiration of readers, and tonight it was among his collection. Tonight's venture with
the book was fantastic as he started identifying himself with the writer. Both were suffering
in their lands, and both had created an imaginative land___a land where there was no
sound of guns. He felt tired he had to get up early and go to work if he survived the night of
bombs that constantly rain on Baghdad, the city of fables and nightmares.

STORY
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The Marred
Relationship
Alima Sohail, 1st Year

A couple had a son named Zeeshan. He was six years old. He studied in one of the best
schools of the city in class one. Zeeshan was a good student and had many friends. His
father was a cook in a small restaurant, and his mother was a housewife.
They were happy, but as time went by, their relationship became weaker because of
nancial problems. Zeeshan's parents always tried to full his expenses, but they never
gave him mental satisfaction and peace. They fought on smaller things, but they always
taught Zeeshan to do good with others, to never hurt their feelings of others and never
lose his temper. But they never tried to change their attitude with each other.
As the time wore on, Zeeshan became a young boy. But he was not like what his parents
taught him. He was always ready to ght with others on smaller things. One day, Zeeshan's
mother asked him, "Son! Please bring some medicine from the shop. I have running
temperature for many days". He replied, "I have to go to a party with my friends. I don't
have time". Zeeshan's father said politely, "Please bring these medicines. Your mother is
feeling unwell, and I am always busy at a restaurant doing extra work to make ends meet.
I can't spare time for minor tasks”.
Zeeshan replied rudely, "So what can I do? If she is not well, she should go to the doctor by
herself. I am going to a party ".
His friends came at the door, and he left. Zeeshan's parents stared at each other in
bewilderment. They were anxious because of his attitude.
Children don't remember what parents try to teach them. They remember their parents'
actions.

Art Work: Tahira Sanam
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Happy Birthday
Aleena Shahzad, 1st Year

So it was a something of a tradition in our school that we celebrated birthdays of our
classmates. We have a birthday group in our class which collects money from the class for
the upcoming birthday and arranges the classroom by decorating with balloons, colorful
decorative items on the walls, etc. and get the birthday gifts and ll the whiteboard with
lovely wishes from the whole class.
So the story begins. My friend, Ali was my neighbour friend and classmate too. I was not
going to school due to sickness. My body was burning with fever. But I got recovered
pretty soon. It was 3rd February, the day when Ali came into this world. On his birthday,
Ali's face was lighted with excitement for the time when he would be wished in an
awesome way by his class fellows. As he walked to the school, several wonderful thoughts
occupied his mind. He was thinking about how he'll enter the classroom? What will be the
party like? With immense excitement and happiness, he opened the door of the
classroom, and "Boom!" there was nothing. No decorations, no balloons, no birthday gifts
and the board was blank. A shock came like a spell. He felt shattered and broken.
Sadness overtook joy which then turned into blasts of anger. His day got ruined, utterly
destroyed by his classmates. In frustration, he turned to me and said,
I want to kill everyone.
What happened? I asked in surprise.
Phew! You also forgot? his ears were burning.
What are you talking about? I asked with an innocent smile.
And then he burst open to his feelings and complained the sloppy attitude of the birthday
group. I became sad and anxious. But to console him I told him to be cool and analyze
the situation. I had an idea that maybe there was some misunderstanding on the part of
birthday group. But he exclaimed that the class forgot his birthday on purpose and used
harsh words for everybody. I made him feel better after great struggle.
After some time, calm settled upon Ali. Then I asked the birthday group leader to check
when was Ali's birthday according to the diary. When he opened the diary before him,
Ali's name was there and the date of the birthday was written as 3rd March.
"Awwww! exclaimed everybody" So here was the problem. The birthday group looked at
each other in confusion. Then their leader said apologetically,
"Sorry Ali. But we love you and wish you a very happy birthday. Please forgive us."
Ali came closer and hugged them. He had tears in eyes. He said to himself,
"Shame on me. How could I be so negative about my friends? Why didn't I think there
might be some misunderstanding. I cared only for me."
The whole class decided to celebrate Ali's birthday the very next day and promised to
make it a memorable day for him.
We should never think bad about someone without clearing things out. Be optimistic, not
pessimistic.

STORY
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Afraid
Amna Bibi, 2nd Year

Once there was a beautiful young girl named Alesia who lived in a house at the far side of
a city. She was bold and courageous and would live alone if her parents had to stay
outside for a night. One night, her parents asked her to accompany them to a marriage
party, but she was in a mood to stay at home. Her parents advised her to invite her best
friend for company sake. She called, and after half an hour her friend reached. Her
parents gave her necessary instructions like locking all the doors and windows and left for
the party at about 9 p.m. Alesia shut and locked every door and window. But one window
in the basement was so tight that she could not close it completely even after repeated
trials. So she left the window as it was and went back upstairs. But just to make sure that no
one could get in, she locked the basement door. Then she and her friend chatted for
some time, discussed movies and listened to songs. After they had had dinner, they felt
drowsy and decided to go to sleep at 11 a.m. An unpleasant dream woke her up after.
She turned uncomfortably in the bed and looked at the clock. It was 1.30 a.m. She
snuggled down again shaking off the dream.
Alesia tried to sleep but couldn't do so. Suddenly there came the pitter-patter of tiny
footsteps. She thought of checking who was there. She felt fear digging into her jaws.
Assuming nothing had happened, she looked towards her friend sleeping in a fetal
position. She also decided to go back to sleep but again at about 2.30 a.m; she woke up
hearing the same sound again. This time she felt her body trembling. Gathering her
courage, she decided to check what it was all about. She looked at the side of the bed
where her friend was sleeping. Her friend was not there, and the door was open. Alesia
went out to see where was she. She thought maybe she had gone to the kitchen for
water. Suddenly, she heard the dripping sound coming from the washroom. Slowly and
controlling her senses, she switched on the light.
"Noo!" she whimpered.
There the dead body of her friend was hanging from the ceiling, and the sound she heard
was the sound of blood dripping on the oor. Alesia cried out loud. She saw that there was
a note for Alesia written with blood on the mirror, "Beware! You are the next." She ran as
fast as she could, outside the house then in the woods at a small distance from her house.
She was running, but she did not know where she reached. She was standing in the dark.
She felt someone's hand on her shoulder. She suddenly turned back. There was a shadow.
She shouted, but it gripped her from neck and tried to kill her. She struggled desperately
with her feet and hands screaming on the top of her voice, "Help! please, someone, help."
Something cold was thrown on her face, and she opened her eyes wide just to nd her
friend with an empty glass of water. She smiled at her and said, "You may have a
nightmare, dear." Alesia smiled shyly, "Hmmm! Yes, it was." Then both of them laughed
heartily before going to sleep again.
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The Doctrine of
signatures
Faiza Kayani

The Doctrine of Signatures is profound ancient wisdom that is purposely being
suppressed. It states that every fruit and vegetable has a certain pattern that resembles a
body organ, and that this pattern acts as a signal or sign as to that fruit or vegetable that is
benet to us. Modern science conrms that the ancient “Doctrine of Signatures” is
astoundingly accurate. Why does this vital knowledge remain hidden? The healing and
nourishing properties of any fruit or vegetable reected in that fruit or vegetables' outer
physical shape, form or “signature” in relation to the human body.
A sliced Carrot looks like the human eye.
The pupil, iris and radiating lines look just
like the human eye and YES science
now shows that carrots greatly
enhance blood ow to and function of
the eyes.

A Tomato has four chambers and is red.
The heart is red and has four chambers.
All of the research shows tomatoes are
indeed pure heart and blood food.

Grapes hang in a cluster that has the
shape of the heart. Each grape looks
like a blood cell and all of the research
today shows that grapes are also
profound heart and blood vitalizing
food.

A Walnut looks like a little brain, a left
and right hemisphere, upper cerebrums
and lower cerebellums. Even the
wrinkles or folds are on the nut just like
the neo-cortex. We now know that
walnuts help develop over 3 dozen
neuro-transmitters for brain function.

SCIENCE
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Avocados are called the 'fruit of the
womb' because it resembles the uterus
and has a big seed which represents the
foetus. Avocados help balance
hormones, shed unwanted birth weight,
and prevent cervical cancer. They aid
in health of the womb and
development of the baby. It is also rich
in folic acid which decreases the risk of
uterine dysplasia (a precancerous
condition).

Figs are full of seeds and hang in twos
when they grow. Figs increase the
mobility of male sperm and increase the
numbers of Sperm as well to overcome
male sterility.

Mushroom in half and it resembles a
human ear. Mushrooms have been
found to improve hearing, contain
vitamin D. This particular vitamin is
important for healthy bones, even the
tiny ones in the ear that transmit sound
to the brain.
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Kidney Beans actually heal and help
maintain kidney function and they look
exactly like human kidneys.

Celery looks just like bones. Celery
specically target bone strength. Bones
are 23 percent sodium and these foods
are 23 percent sodium. If you don't have
enough sodium in your diet, the body
pulls it from the bones, thus making
them weak. Foods like celery replenish
the skeletal needs of the body.

Ginger, commonly sold in supermarkets,
often looks just like the stomach. So it is
interesting that one of its biggest
benets is aiding digestion. The Chinese
have been using it for over 2,000 years to
calm the stomach and cure nausea,
while it is also a popular remedy for
motion sickness.

SCIENCE

Sweet Potatoes look like the pancreas
and actually balance the glycemic
index of diabetics.

Olives assist the health and function of
the ovaries.

Bananas' nourishing properties give
smile on face.

Palm Tricks
Ms. Anbreen Amir

SCIENCE
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The Magic Hexagon
Ms. Anbreen Amir
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SCIENCE

Picture Deciphering

Dear Sky
Thank you for having moon and stars.
They calm my thoughts and heal my scars.
Laiba Malik
THE INVISIBLE YOU

Traipsing towards the essence of existence
obscured by nature's camouﬂage and
the limits of the human mind, you'll ﬁnd yourself
delimited, demarcated, hindered if at all only
by your human mortality and
the limits you conﬁne yourself by.

The night,the moon,
the skies,and the stars;
In this phenomenon of pristine beauty
You are everywhere yet nowhere.
Ms. Sadia Rashid

Zoya Zeeshan
Stars shining in a child's eyes serve to cast aside
clouds of worries from the sky of happiness.
To Moon
As moonlight ﬁlls the sky
And Stars are seen travelling by
I look above to see unbound beauty
I kneel to pray as my ﬁrst duty
Ms. Asma

Sidra Awan

A nictophile knows how the sky converses
with the moon and intoxicates itself with the
the fragrance of stars in the darkness.

Shining Rosary
Every-night in the dark,
When I go to sleep late
It shines,
Evokes ecstatic sense,
Every bead, separately sights,
With a refulgent smile,
And say,
Goodnight
Iqra Qurban

Nimra Chaudhry
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Laughter Pills

LIFE BEFORE COMPUTER

џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

Window was a square hole in a room.
Application was something written in paper.
Mouse was an animal.
Keyboard was a Piano.
File was a important ofce material.
Hard Drive was a uncomfortable road trip.
Cut was done with Knife and Paste was done with Glue.
Web was spider's home.
Virus was u.
Apple and Blackberry were just fruits.

STORY BEHIND NEWTON'S THREE LAWS
A Cow Was Walking, Newton Stopped It..He Stopped
He Found His 1st Law..
“An Object Continues To Move Unless It Stops”
He Gave A Force By Kicking The Cow
It Gave A Sound
He Formulated The 2nd Law..
“Force, F=MA”
After Sometimes Cow Gave A Kick To Newton
Then He Formulated 3rd Law..
“Every Action Has An Equal And Opposite Reaction”

JOKE
In a factory: A man standing on the oor, not doing any
work and looking aimlessly...
CEO of that factory came and asked his salary...
Man replied "5000 sir"
CEO took out his wallet and gave Rs 15000 and told him...
"I pay people here to work and not to waste time, This is your 3 month salary.
Now get out of here. Never come back"
That guy left.............
Then CEO asked workers "Who was that guy?"
Workers replied "Pizza delivery Boy Sir".
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JOKES

CHEATING
If a BARBER makes a mistake, it's a new hair style.
If a POLITICIAN makes a mistake, it's a new law..!
If a SCIENTIST makes a mistake, it's a new invention..
If a TAILOR makes a mistake, it's a new fashion..!
If a TEACHER makes a mistake, it's a new theory..!
and
If a STUDENT makes a mistake, it's a "MISTAKE".

AWESOME ANSWERS
Q. How can you drop a raw egg onto a concrete oor without cracking it?
A. Concrete oors are very hard to crack.
Q. If it took eight men ten hours to build a wall, how long would it take four men to build it?
A. No time at all it is already built.
Q. If you had three apples and four oranges in one hand and four apples and three
oranges in the other hand, what would you have?
A. Very large hands.
Q. How can you lift an elephant with one hand?
A. You will never nd an elephant with one hand.
Q. How can a man go eight days without sleep?
A. No probability. He sleeps at night.

SERIOUS CONVERSATION WITH FUNNY ANSWERS
1. Teacher: Are You Chewing Gum?
Student: No, I'm Human Being sir.
2. Wife: We Are Having Mother For Dinner Tonight.
Husband: But Darling! I'm Vegetarian. How Can I Eat Her?
3. Will These Stairs Take Me To The 2nd Floor?
No, You'll Have To Walk As Well.
4. Girl: I Have Changed My Mind.
Boy: Thank God, But Does The New One Works?

JOKES
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Unreachable Love
Sobia Batool

Although it was a lonely night;
But my feelings and heart were extremely bright.
Alone I walked up the hill and along a stream.
I saw moon's reection in the steam, which smiled and beamed.
I thought,
"How beautiful that moon looked tonight!
It does not happen every night
Suddenly I was surrounded by angel-like beautiful faces.
I had no idea,
where they came from or what were their bases.
They all forced me toward moon's reection
My mind went blank,
I forgot to differentiate between ction and non-ction
The reection held out its hand.
I forgot if I was in water or on landI stepped into the chilly cold stream.
But I didn't care,
Because all I was able to be moon's bright beam.
I shouted,
I reached it, I reached my love, oh boy!
I was screaming at the top of my voice with joy.
I controlled myself and sat next to it.
First I stared at it and
gradually moved my hand forward to touch it.
As soon as I touched, it converted into water layer.
I was astonished and gave it several glares.
Once again,
This time with both hands, I tried to catch the moon.
But all I gained was icy cold water at a lagoon.
The castle of my dreams came tumbling down
My bright feelings turned blackish brown.
Why did I commit this mistake?
Now with its result, I was so much taken aback.
Why did I love the moon which was so far?
Who could have never been mine?
Because it was owned by some other star.
How can I be so foolish to dream of loving the moon?
When even its reection, when touched, turn into the water soon,
And now here am I,
yelling at the top of my voice with sorrow & grief.
And saying bye forever to my Joys.
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Homeland
Syeda Tamkeen, 2nd Year

Breeze of this land will make you feel
Thousand things you thought unreal
Morning rays shining through trees
View is surrealistic, but I assure it's real
People of this land have hearts of gold
Precious and priceless that can't be sold
People of this land will give you endless love
You won't forget, not even for once
On this land, I was born and raised
It is Pakistan!
It deserves our love and praise.

Girl Without Wings
Rabia Ajmal, B.A

I wanted to y
Leaving things behind
I heard someone whispering
You're a girl without wings
When I looked behind
There was no one around
Forgetting about everything
Pushed me to y.
Selected a high hill
Grabbed all my strength
I heard someone whispering
You're a girl without wings.
The whispered voice was warm
Similar to someone known
Forgetting about everything
Because my ambitions were strong,
I let my arms stretched
Slowly placed my feet in the air
Felt strong wings on my back
Realized! I'm ying beyond sky.

POETRY
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Darkness
Rabia Ajmal, B.A

Darkness followed me
It took away my peace
I cried, I shouted
But it paid no heed
I searched my peace
In empty closed streets
I fought against it
I found it stronger than me
At last silver lining were seen
My inner angels were freed
Angels taught a lesson to darkness
You're nothing, just a short living beast.

After a Bomb Blast
Muqadas Tanveer, First Year

Spots on the walls
Shreds on the sils
Clothes in piles
Blood in rills
Chairs broken
Fans fallen
Skulls pasted
Faces swollen
Smiles frozen
Pains saved
Noses atted
Eyes caved
Legs around the arms
Arms around the legs
Pegs in the chest
Chest round the pegs
All twisted
As a picture
______of hell_____
In the moment
_____of frenzy____
Smartly arrested.
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Inspiration
Azka Maryum Mir, B.A

The day I lost a competition
I lost all my motivation
Then a teacher came and gave me explanation
That's why she became my inspiration
That year was full of memorable days
I've seen inspiration in her in so many ways
Every drop of knowledge she gave was precious
She made me a person I wanted to be
Dear teacher!
Your time, energy, talent, and contributions
All are building blocks of this institution
You planted a seed that grew into a tree
You pushed me till I got victory
I wish! Everyone has a leader like you
Last of all I can say "Thank You."

I'll Forever be Me
Kalsoom Abbas, 1st Year

My problem is that I won't speak
My problem is that I only breathe
My problem is that I deeply feel
All your words that forbid me
From saying anything even if I try
They won't even notice if I cry
I wonder how every day those people die
Who every single second of day, lie and lie...
In this cruel world, we are bound.
The tears of joy and happiness in which we drown
No matter what, we all are made of clay
Someday, in our perfect lives, we all feel the same
My problem isn't that I'm not perfect
My problem isn't that I barely breathe
My problem isn't that I don't belong to this sect
My problem is that I'll forever be me...

POETRY
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Think for a While
Ms. Asma Ghulam

Carry thy burden; none will lift it for you!
All serve their ego; neither friends shall help nor foe!
There're traitors abound, whom do you pray for?
Open your eyes! Look around lest you drown!
Life is but mortal; only good deeds earn a crown.
Lo and behold! Flower of life shall wither with ease
Purge your body and soul if you want peace
Arrogance and obstinance nowhere shall lead!
Quit all excuses and prostrate before thy Lord!
For it will heal wounds of soul! it's the utmost need.

Sorrows and Happiness
Syeda Mairaj Fatima, Alumni 2005

The new year when Arrives
Is welcomed with Pride
And Thank God for the year Gone
Is tool away sorrow and Fears
Let us Pray to God for the year Present
To be good to us and Pleasant
But the World's Miseries and Despair,
That come to us.........
Again the present Year,
Innocent faces full of Fears,
Bloodshed and Idle Hears,
Have caught us in a web of Fears,
And that's what the earth has Gained,
Fears, tears, lost, love, we Hained,
But we can make this planet Blissful,
Live charm and make it Peaceful,
For Heaven's sake share love with Others,
And Earth with Happiness will then Cover.
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Frets
Iqra Qurban, Alumni 2017

She sat on chair,
Suddenly !
water fell on her hand
she wondered, from where it came??
It came from a pair of sea
which everyone have
As all creatures of the sea were restless
And water fell from shore
To tell her that
something went wrong inside,
there was a war that stopped for long,
It was happening, but you
Have to drive that creature __in peace
And murder them,
Which cause water fall
And you know what's that??
Your feelings, wrength of feelings
You should stop them
To build yourself
And one, if ignore you
Care not for him
Then she thought,
Behind everything that happens, there is lesson
Lesson of life
About realities she had to face,
Which she never faced, but from now
And hope__ Everything will be ne
This is LIFE

POETRY
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Untitled
Muqaddas Idrees, 2nd Year

Someone banter me
Someone bamboozle me
I gave everything to him
And he put everything in the bin
He was full of belligerence
And what left is bereft of hope
His heart was full of agitation
And I was only an imposter
His words were all lofty
And I was mournful
He also mimicked me
And I was always scandalized
Now his heart is bleeding
Which puts me down
For what I've not done.

Thought
Translation: Zoya Zeeshan, 2nd Year

Are thoughts not pennons of warbles in ight
That'd once ascended on bark to alight
Thoughts are not explanades, upon which steps we descry
Upon that's conclusion, the spiel would devour. Thoughts...
Not are lanterns twinkling past gone night.
Once expunged, darknes would smother to demise
The Ra of the soul in the world of penillion---is Thought.
That which's light granted radiance upon the corse.
Khayal urte huwe panchion ke par to nahin
Jo urr gaye to kisi pairr par utar jayen.
Khayal rah par chalte huwe qadam bhi nahin
Jo ruk gaye to kahani hi khatm ho jaye, Khayal
Raat ke jalte huwe diye bhi nahin
Jo bujh gaye to undhare se dum nikal jaye.
Khayal shair ki duniya mei rooh ka soorsj he
Ke jis ki dhoop ne jismon ko roshni bakshi.

(Poet: Faisal Hashmi)
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Nature’s Cry
Manahil Ahmad, 1st Year

Sitting under the tree
And wondering why
Nature is sad
Nature is about to cry
Leaves are wilting
Flowers are dying
Fumes are in the air
Such cruel mankind
Deforestation, pollution is routine
Atmosphere is no more clean
Oxygen is decreasing for living beings
Are humans in deep sleep
Nature cry a million tears
No one notices its fears
Humanity faces great risk each year
Everyone must take successful saving measures

Untitled
Muqaddas Idrees, 2nd Year

I slip off into a dream
I'm gonna show you where
It's dark, but have no fear
I'm gonna tell you something
You don't want to hear
I'm gonna give you something
From which you will be never alone
I'm gonna put you in something
From where you will never come.

POETRY
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Untitled
Ms. Sadia Azhar, Chemistry

We are born..!!
We were so busy....
We were so busy in drinking milk..
We were so busy in crying and getting attention of mothers...
We were so busy..
In learning...
How to walk by small feet...
How to talk with newly build teeth and tongue...
We were so busy in collecting toys..
Learning A. B. C....
No time for praying, thinking, feeling or reciting holy Book....
Time passed...
So busy in confusions of maths and chemistry..
We were so depressed by the tensions of board exams..
But no depression or tension of doomsday.. Or life here after..
We were so busy in nding jobs..
Selecting professions, collecting money..
We were so busy in married life and children..
Ignoring the creator.. Forgetting his love...
We were so busy in our parties, meetings, conferences..
Much confused in making houses?
Forgetting the nal home "the grave"..
We were so busy in searching suitable matches for our children..
So busy in marrying them...
We were so busy in loving and hating each other..
Forgetting the creator of love and hate..
We were so busy in confessions and suggestions..
We died, died, died, died....
Now.... People are still busy in making our funeral and grave....
Collecting our things, our degrees, houses and clothes..
After this they forgot us..
But are still busy in their daily routines.. Oh! Nothing is left..
Now we are still busy in answering angels about our deeds..
Ah but what a loss...
We have nothing to say..
We Contributed nothing for this day..
We have done nothing for Allah...
Because...
We were so busy....
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Prize Distribution 2018
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Oath-Taking Ceremony 2018
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Lawn Competition 2018
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Students’ Week 2018
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Book Fair 2017
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Silver Jubilee Celebrations
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Awareness Lecture
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